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We keepe Removals
at Grac

It was supposed to be just another photo opportunity for Tony
Abbott at a Canberra shopping centre. A chance for the PM to
pose with a local butcher. Until it went horribly wrong.
No he didn’t eat a raw sausage, but the snap outside
The Reject Shop will be a tough image to shake, as we are
proving in this edition of The Wheel.
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AUTO ELECTRICAL SERVICES

If it’s ond it
n
a truck aower
needs pan
we c
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Picture for illustration
purposes only.

We also stock a large range
of spare parts and accessories!

WA’s Truck Auto Electrical & Airconditioning Specialists

08 9259 7777

Workshop: 157 Chisholm Crescent Kewdale Fax: 9453 2818 Web: www.lyonsaircon.com.au
Email: glyons@lyonsaircon.com.au or rlyons@lyonsaircon.com.au
AU03953

Tyres for all
applications
PERTH

all tyre brands

4WD & van specialist

alignments

on-site truck service

on-site truck balancing

on-site truck fleet work

229 Gnangara Rd,

Wangara

After hours call out ✆ 0467 832 256
Mon-Fri: 7:00am - 5.00pm

PORT HEDLAND

10 Manganese St,

(car & 4WD)

Wedgefield

After hours call out ✆ 0467 832 256
Mon-Fri: 7:30am - 5.00pm | Sat: 8.00am - 12noon

Major credit cards accepted.
Participating stores only.
Fleet management & Govt. vehicles welcome.
*Conditions apply. See website for details. The colour ORANGE is a trademark of Tyreright.

Published by Perth Advertising Services. Phone: 9375 1922. Fax: 9275 2955.

Abbott wants to take away
your overtime rates
That’s why he has
ordered a major
review of
your working
conditions,
say TWU State Secretary TIM DAWSON

It’s a fact - Tony Abbott and his IR
minister Eric Abetz are planning a fullscale on attack on workers overtime
rates.
That’s why they have ordered a
Productivity Commission inquiry into
the IR system.

• Wages growth was contained at
2.5% in 2014.

The move ignores a comprehensive
review just three years ago – which
found the system was working well.

• Industrial disputes, measured
in days of work lost, were the
second lowest ever last year.

On Abbotts agenda to undermine
workers’ rights and living standards
are:

• Labour productivity growth was
solid in 2014.

• The Productivity Commission
review into workplace relations,
will put all workplace rights,
overtime rates and the minimum
wage up for grabs.
• The Fair Work Amendment Bill
that seeks to take away protection
of workers’ rights and give
employers veto over industrial
action which makes it harder for
workers to be represented by their
union at work.
• Freezing increases to the
Superannuation Guarantee that
will see a 25-year-old on average
earnings, over their working life,
have $100,000 less when they
retire.
Abbott has joined with the business
lobby in creating a false sense of
economic crisis which is not supported
by the facts.

Our current industrial relations system
and the Fair Work Act are serving us
well.
Abbott’s motive for the new review is
all about payback to the business
community for the support it gives his
government.
Our workplace system is based on
principles established around the
time of federation: fairness, equality,
protection of the vulnerable, and
reward for hard work.

‘And many believe
he will call an
early election’
the verdict from the public has been
overwhelming.
But Abbott is a slow learner.
Many insiders now a believe Abbott
would like to call an early election.
And if he wins he will use the findings
of the Productivity Commission to
claim a mandate to slash workers
entitlements.
Watch this space.

From this followed a minimum
wage, reasonable working
hours, paid leave, protection
from unfair dismissal, the
right of workers to organise
and bargain collectively, and
more – all overseen by an
independent umpire.
When extremists sought to
tear apart those foundations,
such as with WorkChoices,
e together.
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Heavy Lifters!

by KEITH SAUNDERS

We keep ahead of living costs
at Grace Removals
Well, it took a while, but
we’ve finally reached an in
principle agreement with
Grace Removals for the next
three years.

industry so it was good to
see them get a deal that
keeps them ahead of the
ever increasing cost of
living.

Going by what workers are
getting at other firms due
to the economic downturn
these increase compare
quite well.

After much to-ing and fro-ing
and some awesome work
by our TWU reps we feel like
we’ve secured a good deal
for our members.

We managed to roll over
the old agreement plus
increases of 3% in the first
year, 3.25% in the second
year and 3.25% in the third
and final year.

We’ve also managed to get
the company to make some
changes to some clauses
that affect the guys doing
the North West work.

These guys do some of
the hardest yards in the

Now these guys will accrue
RDOs whilst working up

North (or working
anywhere).

away

For
some
unexplained
reason they haven’t been
able to chalk up the RDO’s.
A big thanks to all the
committee members Alan
Steed, Ken Owens, Lee
Mager, Wayne Blight and
Mark Fernihough for all
their support and hard
work.

Slap in the face for loyal TNT workers
Use of labour hire slashes the
incomes of loyal long-termers
says KEITH SAUNDERS



Things aren’t going well for our
members at TNT.

Like other companies TNT has taken
a large hit because of this.

Over the last 6 months they’ve seen
a reduction in their hours to the point
where some people are taking home
a full $200 less than they were a year
ago.

However we feel as though they could
work more closely with the union on
implementing changes that could be
of benefit to our members and the
company itself.

Now, there’s no doubting that the
economy isn’t travelling too well at
the moment and the Liberals running
around for the last 5 years talking the
economy down at every stage hasn’t
helped at all

Having outside labour performing
work that has always previously been
performed by full time employees is
a slap in the face of the people who

The Wheel Winter 2015

have worked their arses off for this
company over many years.
It’s also what we consider a breach
of the TNT/TWU EBA and as we went
to press meetings with our members
were about to be held.
We’ve let a lot of things go in the
past in the interests of keeping things
moving at TNT.
However when you see good hard
working people struggling just to put
food on the table for their families
and with no relief in sight – enough is
enough.
We intend to start enforcing more
rigorously the entitlements/rights that
have been fought for and won over
many years by our members.

Drive for more truckies
amenities on highways
Lack of toilets and
showers at truck stops
is an absolute
disgrace’
says TIM DAWSON
After our success in getting the
highly treacherous135km section of
North West Coastal Highway north of
Minilya widened we are about to turn
our spotlight on to the need for more
amenities for North West truckies.
It is a well-known fact that facilities
such as showers and toilets at WA
truck stops in the North are as scarce
as dinosaur poop.
In fact the situation is by far the worst
in Australia. The Northern Territory and
South Australia and the other states all
put us to shame.
Our North West organiser Mick Connolly
says he constantly receives complaints
from drivers who are fed up with the
Third World facilities.
Carrying your own dunny roll into the
bush to do your business is hardly the
hallmark of a civilised society.
So we are planning a bit of action on
the issue.
In the meantime Mick Connolly has
given me the following report on
facilities on our two main north bound
highways.
NORTH WEST COASTAL HIgHWAy
• Pretty well nothing heading North until
you get to the huge road train hook-up
area at Carnarvon.
But being big is its only claim to fame.
There are no showers, no toilets and no
shelter. NOTHING but bitumen.
• Then NOTHING until you get to Lyndon
River. 40 km’s north of Minilya where

there are some roadside facilities for
recreational motorists.
Again, no showers or toilets and heavy
haulage drivers have to park up the
road and walk back – forget it!
• After that there is NOTHING. Some
truck parking bays but at this time of
the year sun-seeking grey nomads
often utilise them and make things
difficult for truckies.
gREAT NORTHERN HIgHWAy
• Of course there is the big road train
hook up area at Wubin which has
a toilet and shower and MRD is
currently expanding it.
AndLinfox have helped the congestion
that exists with their own hook-up
area – ably managed by our BCOM
member Peter Elliott.
• After Wubin drivers have to wait to
they get to the big parking bay 180
kms south of Port Hedland. There you
find a toilet sitting there like a dunny
in the desert and NOTHING ELSE.

‘Thousands of kms and
NOTHING for Truck Drivers’
But again NO SHOWERS, TOILETS
OR SHELTER.
After that BUGGER ALL!!!
It is an absolute DISGRACE and the
WA government should be ashamed of
the situation.
Thousands upon thousands of
kilometres and NEXT TO NOTHING
FOR TRUCKIES.
We have just come through the biggest
economic boom in Australia and little
has been done in that time to make
things a bit more comfortable for the
TRUCKIES WHO CARRY AUSTRALIA.
Something has to be done!

• Then NOTHING until you get to the
large truck parking area 40k’s south
of Port Hedland, near the junction of
the two main highways.

FOOTNOTE: Commercial venturer Craig Mitchell has opened modern truck stops in
Carnarvon, Karratha and Newman with work commencing on another in Port Hedland.
These have helped but a lot more needs to be done by the WA government.
ger
.I slammed my fin
Sorry I’m late..The
Wheel
Winter
2015
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in the car door



Happy, Happy, Joy, Joy

at Brambles
It took us almost 12 months
but we struck a pretty
says STEVE PERKUSICH
decent deal
The very first EBA meeting I had was with
Patricks BWL with Tim Dawson in my
first couple of weeks as an organiser.
That was almost 12 months ago when
we met with the State Manager, who
seemed very approachable and affable.
The meeting didn’t last too long but, it
was agreed that we may be able to get
a good outcome for the members.
And, that was it! - no more heard from
PBWL, and with other EA’s on the go
and still learning my way, it was put on
the back burner.
Until late 2014, and we were in contact
again, but with a different State Manager!
Here we go again…
Things seemed to start well, but with the
current economic climate, the worm
soon started to turn.
The HR person lobbed onto the scene,
and we seemed to be making progress,
although, she also covered the NT and
the North West, and there was a trip or
two to the Eastern States
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So things were a little bit stop/start.
More meetings a bit of to-ing and froing, and then the crunch…2.25%...
ouch! Not looking good.
There was no give in the way of
allowances either…and things ground
to a halt…
Now it’s
2015,
NO movement
whatsoever,
it’s
2015,
NO movement
whatthe
company
was not was
prepared
to give
soever,
the company
not prepared
any
more…So,
the suggestion
was put
to give
any more...
So, the suggestion
to
the
delegate
(a patient
the
was
put
to the delegate
(a fellow
patientby
fellow
name
Ron Farrell)
the members,
by theofname
of Ronand
Farrell)
and the
that
it may
pursue
members,
thatbeit prudent
may be to
prudent
to
Protected
Action. Action.
pursue Protected
A meeting was held. Yep, the members
were more than willing to tread the
path of protected action (great show
of solidarity)…No worries, I’ll get the
process started.
Paperwork was done, then sent to our
industrial gurus for checking and then
for submission.

A few days later, and in my inbox came
a notice of hearing at the Fair Work
Commission…IT WAS ON!!
Not too long after that email, there was
a phone call from PBWL management“when can we meet?”, “What can we
do to make this go away?
So a meeting was hastily arranged.
I phoned Ron, let him know the news,
and trundled to Freo to meet. There was
a wee bit of discussion, the ups and
downs, and then, miraculously, 3% per
year was offered up!!
Funny that…A couple of calls made, a
bit more discussion, yep, we thought
members’ would accept the offer.
The draft was sent out for the troops
to have a gander at, and I checked
some allowance figures with Fair Work
- SCORE! Some allowances had to go
UP.
I sent my calculations to the company
HR people who checked them and
agreed they were OK to go in.
The vote was had, and it got a unanimous
thumbs up…it PAYS to be a member of
the Union…thanks to Ron Farrell, and
all our Members down at Patrick BWL
Henderson….Steve

$16 rise for members on awards
Australia’s 1.86 million lowest
paid workers will receive a $16
increase to their weekly pay
packets following the recent Fair
Work Commission’s decision in the
annual wage case.

The $16 increase represents an
additional 2.5% per week for the
national minimum wage.
This is below the 2.8% increase
in average wages and lower than
the 2014 increase of $18.70 which

The TWU estimates that 28% of its
members rely on awards to set their
minimum wages and conditions

IMPORTANT:

The increase is not enough to close
the growing gap between average
and minimum wages that is putting
enormous pressure on our lowest
paid.

If you rely on the award
for pay rises– and are not on
a TWU negotiated agreement
– you are entitled to the $16
increase on your base rate.

As a result of this decision the
national minimum wage will be just
43.3 per cent of average weekly
ordinary time earnings, the lowest
proportion on record.

Please call the TWU on 9328 7411
if you have not been paid
the increase or if you
have any questions.

BRANCH COMMITTEE
OF MANAGEMENT

• Paul Aslan
• Ralph Roth
• Bill Nuttall
• John Davis
• Mick Cook

represented a 3% increase.
Unions argued for a $27 per week
which would have helped closed
the wages gap.
Key facts:
• The minimum wage is now
$656.90 per week or $17.29
per hour
• 57.5% of all workers reliant on
a minimum wage are women
• 18.8% of the workforce (1.86
million Australians) is paid the
national minimum wage or an
award minimum wage.

• Bruce Spaul
• Andy Payne
• Peter Elliott
• Deborah Dunbar
• Mick Lawson

TRUSTEES
The Wheel Winter 2015



TWU wins sacking
appeal against Centurion
On 12 May 2015 the TWU chalked
up an important victory against
Centurion Transport in the Fair Work
Commission.
At the center of the dispute was
Centurion truck driver David Dejula
who was dismissed by the company
after some 5 years of service.
The TWU believed David’s dismissal
to be unfair and we made an unfair
dismissal application on David’s behalf
to the Fair Work Commission
Centurion Transport filed a detailed
response to that unfair dismissal
application.
Then, a few days before the conference
their lawyers, filed an objection to the
application.
They claimed David’s unfair dismissal
claim was invalid because Centurion
Transport was not his employer, as, after
David started working for Centurion
Transport the company underwent a
restructure. And during the restructure
employees – including David - were
moved to a related company called
CFC Consolidated.
CFC Consolidated operates out of
the same premises as Centurion
Transport, and, as far as David was
concerned, nothing had changed.
David continued to attend work at
the Centurion Transport yard, and
the trucks he was driving had the
Centurion logo on them.
When we found out what Centurion
Transport was up to we applied to the
Commission to amend the employer in
David’s unfair dismissal application to
CFC Consolidated.
CFC Consolidated then sought to have
David’s unfair dismissal application
dismissed due to the naming
technicality.
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Name change will not stop our
members unfair dismissal claim
Reports TWU Lawyer ADAM DZIECIOL
The case was heard by Commissioner
Bruce Williams in January 2015
however he rejected our application
to amend the name of the employer
from Centurion Transport to CFC
Consolidated.
The TWU felt very strongly that the
decision to refuse our proposed
amendment of David’s unfair dismissal
application to reflect the true employer
was wrong and unfair.
So we then lodged an appeal against
that decision to the full bench of the
Fair Work Commission.
Our appeal was handled
by the TWU WA Branch
Legal
Officer,
Adam
Dzieciol. Adam prepared
the appeal documents and
submissions, and he argued
the appeal before the Full
Bench.
On 12 May 2015 the Full
Bench vindicated the TWU’s
argument that Commissioner
William’s decision was wrong.
The Full Bench decided that
the Commission did have the
power under the Fair Work
Act to amend the name of
the employer in the unfair
dismissal application in the
circumstances of David’s case.
The full bench decision in
this case will not only assist
David, but is likely to benefit

other TWU members seeking justice
from employers where for one reason
or another they name the incorrect
employer in their application to the
Commission.
David is now actively pursuing his
unfair dismissal claim against CFC
Consolidated/Centurion Transport on
its merits, with the assistance of the
TWU.
We will keep you posted on the
outcome

THE BIG BURLY YANK
A little Aussie man was sitting at a
bar in Sydney when this huge, burly
American guy walks in.
As he passes the Aussie, he hits him on
the neck knocking him to the floor. The
big, burly Yank says, “That’s a karate
chop from Korea.”
Well, the Aussie gets back on his
barstool and resumes drinking his beer.
The burly Yank then gets up to go to
the bathroom and, as he walks by the
Aussie, he hits him on the other side of
the neck and knocks him to the floor.
“That’s a judo chop from Japan”, he
says.
The Aussie decides he’s had enough
and leaves. A half hour later he comes
back and sees the burly Yank bastard
sitting at the bar.
He walks up behind him and whacks
him hard on the back of the head,
knocking him out in one blow.
The Aussie then says to the bartender,
“When he wakes up mate, tell him
that was a f*ckin’ crowbar from
Bunnings.”

THE NAVAL INSIGNIA
An admiral visited one of the
ships of the line under his
command.
While eating breakfast with the
crew he was impressed to see
the Naval insignia stamped on
every biscuit.
He went to the Chief cook to
ask how this feat was done, so
it could be used on other ships
under his command.
The Chief replied, “I’d be glad to
share that with you, Admiral. After
each biscuit is cut, I just slap
it here against my belt buckle
which bears the Navy insignia.
Horrified the Admiral exclaims,
“That’s very unhygienic!”
The Chief shrugs and replies,
“Well, If that’s the way you feel,
sir, I suggest you avoid the
donuts.”

THE BOSS
One day a man goes
to a pet shop to buy a
parrot. The assistant
takes the man to the
parrot section and asks
the man to choose one.
The man asks, ‘’How
much is the yellow
one?’’
The assistant says,
‘’$2000.’’ The man
is shocked and asks
the assistant why it’s
so expensive. The
assistant explains,
‘’This parrot is a very
special one. He knows
typewriting and can
type really fast.’’
‘’What about the green
one?’’ the man asks.
The assistant says, ‘’He
costs $5000 because
he knows typewriting
and can answer
incoming telephone
calls and takes notes.’’

How exciting
Now what????
Piss off.

‘’What about the red
one?’’ the man asks.
The assistant says,
‘’That one’s $10,000.’’
The man says, ‘’What
does HE do?’’
The assistant says,
‘’I don’t know, but
the other two call him
boss.’’
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TO SHUN THE PENSION

AGE-OLD DEFICIENCy

This month I turned 65 and after
50 years working, the last 35
years with the same company, I
should and am entitled to retire.

It’s about time the authorities did something
about older drivers on our roads.

Unfortunately, I
cannot do
so because of circumstances
unforeseen. I must work and
seek overtime to make ends
meet. The Federal Government
must love mugs like me, for the
following reason.
As a driver working to take
home $1098 net, I must gross
$1430 (tax $332) and therefore
work approximately 50 hours
a week. For this, I forefeit any
pension for myself and my wife,
doing the right thing, as the
Government want you to do by
working longer.
I earn about $1000-a-week for
roughly 50 hours a week, giving
the Government approximately
$1000 in return - tax of $332
and forfeiting a pension of $644
(totalling $976).
I say to whoever, watch this
space. The mature worker
will have a say at the next
elections.
John Davis, Forresfield.
HHHHHHH

WHERE’S THIS TAKING US?
It’s not true to say that the Perth
Freight Link known as Roe8
will take the trucks off Leach
Highway. That’s a laugh.
It diverts them through a long
detour that takes them through
the Beeliar Wetlands and our
quiet suburbs then injects them
back into Leach highway.
Only road to rail will take the
trucks off all the roads of
concern, and so will the new
outer harbour port planned for
Kwinana, which will also make
Roe8 redundant.
So why persist with Roe8.
Brad Capes, Coolbellup
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For far too long older drivers have caused havoc as they hog the left lane, stick to
the speed limits (even the road work limits) and stop at stop signs, causing great
inconvenience and often preventing others from doing whatever they like.
Another major concern is that by avoiding fines and demerit points, they are not
doing their bit for the revenue of our state, and are therefore placing a further burden
on younger drivers.
Until older drivers can prove that they are proficient at weaving in and out of traffic,
driving while texting, tailgating, using drugs or doing burnouts, they must be banned
from holding a licence.
Doug Money, Oak Park.

10 National Work Standards
Following the defeat of the Howard Government and the abolition of its unfair and
unjust Workchoices laws Labor legislated the following employment standards.
If you are denied any of these entitlements please contact the TWU on 9328 7477.
The 10 NES’s relate to the following matters:
1. Maximum of 38 weekly hours of
work—plus reasonable additional
hours.

activities and up to 10 days paid
leave for jury service (after 10 days
is unpaid).

2. Requests for flexible working
arrangements—in certain
circumstances employees can
request a change in their working
arrangements.

7. Long service leave—a transitional
entitlement for employees as
outlined in an applicable premodernised award, pending the
development of a uniform national
long service leave standard.

3. Parental leave and related
entitlements—up to 12 months
unpaid leave for each employee,
plus a right to request an additional
12 months unpaid leave, plus other
forms of maternity, paternity and
adoption-related leave.
4. Annual leave
• 4 weeks paid leave per year plus
an additional week for certain shift
workers.
5. Personal/carer’s leave and
compassionate leave
• 10 days paid personal/carer’s leave
• 2 days unpaid carer’s leave as
required
• 2 days compassionate leave
(unpaid for casuals) as required.
6. Community service leave—unpaid
leave for voluntary emergency

8. Public holidays—a paid day off on
each public holiday, except where
reasonably requested to work.
9. Notice of termination and
redundancy pay
• up to 4 weeks’ notice of
termination (plus an extra week
for employees over 45 years of
age who have been in the job for
at least 2 years)
• up to 16 weeks’ severance pay on
redundancy, both based on length
of service.
10. The Fair Work Information
Statement is available from the
Fair Work Ombudsman
www.fairwork.gov.au. This must
be given by employers to all new
employees.
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Virgin cabin crew’s campaign
for better pay and conditions
Over the past six months hundreds
of Virgin Cabin Crew employees have
joined up to an Australia-wide TWU
campaign aimed at boosting their pay
and conditions.
The incredibly successful campaign
has been spearheaded by our
Queensland Branch with the use
innovative social media techniques
such as Facebook.
In WA a big number of cabin crew
employees have come on board with
us and their elected TWU delegate
Guy Hoare is doing an awesome job.
Negotiations with management are
set to lock in job security, secure
strong conditions and real outcomes
on wages in the next agreement for
Virgin Domestic Cabin Crew and Virgin
Australia Regional Airlines
Cabin crew participated in a survey to
let their TWU delegates and officials
know What Crew Want out of the next
agreement at Virgin.

Hundreds have joined
the TWU and they have
already chalked up
some good wins
Over 1000 surveys were completed
and cabin crew responses were
incorporated into the log of claims that
were put to Virgin.
Cabin crew employees have strongly
voted down two draft agreements
proposed by Virgin and negotiations
had resumed in earnest as The Wheel
went to press.
There is still much work to be done,
however the TWU negotiating team
has already chalked up some good
wins.
Importantly they include an overhaul of
the classification system and an end
to the ‘B’ rate.

Virgin crew members will be amongst
the first employees in Australia to have
Family Violence provisions in their
agreement.
The airline has also improved
consultation to give crews a better
say, day to day, including creation of a
National Consultative Committee.
There will be annual % pay rises for
each classification every year of the
Agreement (instead of how current
2009 EBA froze anyone below CC5
at 2009 wage levels).
And there will be backpay to at least
December 2014.
Of course, the progress is ‘without
prejudice’ and agreement will ultimately
be subject to TWU members’ approval
and the totality of management’s
response to other cabin crew claims.
Cabin crew staff will now stick together
to pressure VA management on further
key claims for a better future for all
crew.
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Come and be part of Linfox

1300 CAREER
1300 227 337
www.linfox.com
TWU advert.indd 1
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RETIREMENT INFO?

AGE PENSION CHANGES

Most will not be able to
retire on their Super alone

HOME-OWNING COUPLE

says TWU Assistant Secretary PAUL ASLAN
If you are nearing retirement and looking for some good financial
advice I can point you in the right direction and it will cost you
just $1.50 per week.
Every Monday the West Australian newspaper has an eight
page lift-out printed on yellow paper and it’s a must read for us
oldies.
I have been reading it from its first edition a few months back
and it regularly has great tips.
I am a great fan of The West’s regular columnist and financial
planner Nick Bruining. Nick is the real deal.
Neil understands that many soon-to-be retirees from the
transport industry will not be able to survive on their super
savings alone.
They will have to rely on Centrelink and the age pension for a
significant portion of their retirement funding.
And changes announced in the May budget will tighten the
eligibility for the age pension from 2017.
These changes are outlined in the right hand column of this
page which I have pinched from The West.
The first thing you need to know is that the family home is not
included in the assets test for the age pension.
And the more assets you have the less your age pension will
be. Assets that are assessed include motor vehicles, furniture,
tools, etc.
There will be some winners and losers from the 2017 changes.
For example a home-owning couple with $400,000 in assets will
have their yearly pension increased from $30,965 to $32,973.
However if that same
couple has $600,000 in
assets their pension will
drop dramatically from
$23,165 to $17,373 –
quite a big loss.
The regular feature in
the West also features
a lot of other useful info
including the discounts
available on Pension
Concession Cards and
Seniors Cards, etc.
I recommend it to you.

I finally put aside for my retirement.
I put aside my plan to retire

Effective 1st January 2017

ASSESSABLE
ASSETS

(ASSETS TEST)

PENSION
UNDER
CURRENT
RULES

PROPOSED
PENSION

$100,000
$200,000
$300,000
$400,000
$451,000
$500,000
$600,000
$700,000
$800,000
$823,000
$900,000
$1,000,000
$1,100,000
$1,200,000

$34,923
$34,923
$34,865
$30,965
$28,956
$27,065
$23,165
$19,265
$15,365
$14,467
$11,465
$7565
$3665
$0

$34,923
$34,923
$34,923
$32,973
$28,956
$25,173
$17,373
$9573
$1773
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

HOME-OWNING SINGLE
ASSESSABLE
ASSETS

(ASSETS TEST)

PENSION
UNDER
CURRENT
RULES

PROPOSED
PENSION

$100,000
$200,000
$250,000
$289,000
$300,000
$400,000
$500,000
$547,000
$600,000
$700,000
$800,000

$23,166
$23,166
$21,626
$20,085
$19,676
$15,776
$11,876
$10,042
$7976
$4076
$0

$23,166
$23,166
$23,166
$20,085
$19,266
$11,466
$3663
$0
$0
$0
$0
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NORTH WEST ROUND-UP
TWU Organiser MICK CONNOLLY Reports

Pilbara
Pilbara
Overview
Overview
On a not so happy note we have
seen the end of contracts for Agility
and Linfox at the Dampier Supply
Base.
This has impacted on about 70 odd
employees collectively.
Whilst some have secured fresh
opportunities locally, others have
had to move on to get work.
This has added to the impact on
local businesses and the Dampier
and Karratha communities over all.
I would like to wish all of our
members from this project all the
best for the future. And a big thanks
for the support you have given the
TWU and myself.

Roadworks
Contracts
Despite the obvious downturn in
work associated with major mining
projects at present there is still plenty
happening in the North of our state.
I’m pleased to advise that the
road works North of Minilya have
commenced - finally – thanks, partly,
due to the campaigning of the TWU.
Thousands of people – including
plenty of truckies, escorts, pilots
and motorists - signed our petitions
calling for action on dangerous
sections of North bound highways.
And lots of people stopped to show
their support at our bright blue
mobile information van that was set
up along the Highway with the billy
boiling and the barbecue burning.
The action paid dividends and the
widening of the road North of Minilya
will hopefully prevent fatal incidents.
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Agreements Under
Negotiation
There are a number of pay
and conditions agreements
on the go up North at
present and they are
keeping me busy.
We are negotiating on behalf
of members at Cleanaway,
Bristow Helicopters, Toll
Barrow
Island,
and
McAleese.
Unfortunately not all are going
smoothly with HR advisors
demonstrating
anything
but
‘good faith’ in their approach to
bargaining.
Let’s start with Cleanaway who
kicked off with the suggestion that
elected bargaining reps would
have to attend meetings with their
respective work groups in their own
time.
They also wanted the bargaining
sessions to be conducted via phone
conferencing.
This would be done in the hope
that people spread all over the state
would have clear connection and be
able to get two words in.
Compare this to managers get
togethers when they all fly into Perth
and stay at the Crown Casino where
they are wined and dined.
Anyway, after insisting that we have
all the parties in the same room at
the same time our first session was
held at the firm’s new $17.5 million
facility in Karratha.
Frankly, I was both shocked and
unhappy with the arrangements.
At the table were the firm’s new
GM, the senior HR guru, the
regional manager and three branch
managers.

Our Cleanaway Bargaining reps
Dave will be aiming
Dave, Sue, Ace and dave
for the best possible deal

And they all seemed perfectly
satisfied that the Newman rep, ‘Ace’
had to drive for 6.5 hours back at
night on flooded, cattle infested
highways to get home.
Not only were they showing little
regard to their employees’ log of
claims, they also seem to have little
regard for their safety.
It appears that the Transpacific
Group learnt little from the major
accident last year that saw their
national operations shut down for a
period of time.
The company still has managers
instructing employees to flout
the laws by cleaning up major
acid spills without the required
safety and protective equipment or
reporting the incidents.
And the 90 tonnes of controlled
waste per day being carted out
of BHP in Hedland on an expired
controlled waste licence.
And that’s just a couple of breaches
I have been made aware of – there
are more.

BIS Belt-Tightening
‘Drivers have had to put job
security ahead of pay rises’
Reports TWU Organiser MICK KNOWLES
The downturn in mining and
hundreds of jobs being lost due
the dramatic fall in resources
commodity prices has impacted
on some sectors of the transport
industry.
Among them are the Brunswick
Junction based BIS who are
contracted to cart copper
concentrate from the Newmont
Mine in Boddington to the
Bunbury Port.
Their drivers also cart silica crystal
out of Kemerton.
The change in fortunes for the
miners couldn’t have come at a
worst time for the 16 road train
operators employed on these
contracts.

The difficult market confronting
the drivers has elevated job
security ahead of pay rises.
And this has led to us having
to accept a fairly insignificant
pay rise in the current round of
negotiations.
It is certainly not the best of
situations but we will live to fight
another day and will certainly be
banging the table a lot harder
when things next turn around.
Our delegates Patrick Kelly and
Gary Bright have been helpful
getting us through what has been
a tough process. Thanks to both
men.

Glasgow Cops
A man is seeking to join the
Glasgow Police force. The
Sergeant doing the interview
says:
“Your qualifications all look
good, but there is an attitude
suitability test that you must take
before you can be accepted.”
Then, sliding a pistol and a box
of ammo across the desk, he
says:
“Take this pistol and go out and
shoot six illegal immigrants,
six drug dealers, six crazed
extremists, and a rabbit”
The man being interviewed asks,
“Why the rabbit?”
“Excellent” says the Sergeant.
“When can you start?”

All but one or two are staunch
TWU members and they are a
terrific bunch of blokes.
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1 Wellard St,
Bibra Lake WA 6163
(08) 9494 2777
(08) 9494 2788

Specialising in
Pressurized Pneumatic
Tankers.
Specialising in
Project Logistics, Heavy
Haulage, Bulk Tipper
and General Freight
Transport Operations.

www.matictransport.com.au

A Transpacific Industries Group Company

specialists in the
collection and disposal
of all types of
industrial, commerCIal,
domestic AND HYGIENE WASTE
(dry and liquid)

Pressure Tankers
■ General Trailer Repairs
■

Truck Fit Up
■ Mobile Service
■

BRAD SNOOK 0438 249 111

Phone:

Service Manager

Fax: 9249 1033

22 Cocos Drive, Bibra Lake WA 6163
PHONE 08 9494 2712 FAX 08 9434 9428

9449 3333
171 Camboon Road, Malaga 6090
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We are Perth’s premier service
and repair centre for:
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www.bibralaketrailerrepairs.com.au

Chain of Responsibility
All parties will
now be responsible
s
for loading vehicle
and scheduling
deliveries, etc
All parties in the supply chain can now
be held liable for mass, dimension and
load restraint breaches
New chain of responsibility provisions
have taken effect in Western Australia
to hold all parties in the supply chain
accountable for mass, dimension and
load restraint breaches.
WA authorities can now prosecute a
number of parties if an overloaded
vehicle or an illegally restrained load is
detected on the state’s roads.
Those in positions responsible for
loading a vehicle, scheduling deliveries,
receiving freight or supplying a vehicle
can all be held liable.
The chain of responsibility provisions
apply to light and heavy vehicles,
exposing the trucking industry and the
broader community to prosecution for
non-compliance.
“Drivers are still responsible for
ensuring that the vehicle they are driving
complies with all mass, dimension and
loading requirements. However, under
the new laws, other parties in the chain
can also be held responsible,” WA road
transport authority Main Roads says.
“In the event of a breach, consignors,
drivers, vehicle owners, loaders,
packers, management and company
directors may be held responsible under
the legislation. Liability also extends
to corporate bodies, unincorporated
associations and partnerships.”
Main Roads says it decided to extend
chain of responsibility to light vehicles
to gain the greatest road safety
benefit.
Similar to existing chain of responsibility
laws in eastern states, WA requires
parties to take “all reasonable steps”
to prevent a breach from occurring.

‘And drivers cannot
be dismissed for
raising concerns’
Those charged with committing an
offence can defend themselves if they
can show they took necessary steps to
comply with their obligations.
While not stating what “reasonable
steps” involves, Main Roads says
businesses need to show they have
systems in place to regularly assess,
identify and manage risks.
Main Roads says steps could include
developing
codes
of
practice,
reviewing
business
practices,
changing commercial arrangements,
adopting risk management practices,
implementing training policies and
providing necessary supervision.
“As each business is different it would
be difficult to define the steps required
to comply, therefore, the defence
has been structured to provide
flexibility by allowing a business to
decide what steps they will take to
ensure compliance with the law,” the
department says.
It adds that drivers and owner-drivers
cannot be dismissed or lose their
contract for raising concerns about a
possible chain of responsibility offence
or by aiding authorities during an
investigation.

The reforms bring WA into line with
other jurisdictions, which already have
chain of responsibility in place for
mass, dimension and load restraint
offences.

BIG BUBBA
One weekend, the husband is in the
bathroom shaving when the kid he
hired to mow his lawn, a local kid
named Bubba, comes in to pee.
The husband slyly looks over
and is shocked at how immensely
endowed Bubba is. He can’t
help himself, and asks Bubba
what his secret is.
“Well,” says Bubba, “every night
before I climb into bed with a girl,
I whack my penis on the bedpost
three times. It works, and it
sure impresses the girls!”
The husband was excited at this
easy suggestion and decided
to try it that very night.
So before climbing into bed
with his wife, he took out his
old fellar and whacked it three
times on the bedpost.
His wife, half-asleep, said,
“Bubba? Is that you?”
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Happy outcome for Colin
Colin and Judy
are wonderful
deserving people
says TWU Industrial Officer
GLENN FERGUSON
Colin Kimberley is a long-time member
of our Union who had never required the
services of his union in the past.
That is very understandable when you
meet Colin and his wife – they are both
wonderful people. Colin is hard working
– none complaining– and a professional
at every level.
Things went bad for Colin in mid-July
2014, when he was made a scapegoat
– for a mangers decision to cover up a
reportable incident – at a client’s work
site.
We cannot name the employer as the
Union has just concluded a very good
settlement for Colin and his wife Judy.

The TWU’s Industrial department made
a full and thorough assessment of all
the factors that arose from our team’s
investigation – many thanks to Keith
Saunders, TWU organiser, for his
efforts.

actions and have successfully reached
a settlement that has the “Kimberley’s
– Colin and Judy” dancing with
satisfaction.
And dare I say: Dancing to the old WA
tune, ‘Kimberley Moon’.

Armed with the facts our industrial
team challenged the employer and its

Employers duping employees
trying to return to work
Every day the TWU deals with
complaints from members who have
suffered injuries at work and claimed
Workers Compensation only to get
the run around from bosses and
insurers.

They cannot stand you
down without pay

A common complaint that comes up
repeatedly is when an employee is
medically cleared to return to normal
duties.

• The employer must provide you
with your normal duties – unless
advised otherwise by your treating
doctor; and

If you attend work and are sent home
under instruction from management,
without payment for that day, when
medically cleared – CALL THE UNION!

Employers often won’t allow these
employees to re-commence work
until such time as they attend a
medical examination – by a doctor of
the employers choosing.

• If you are requested to attend
a medical examination by the
employer – the employer is
responsible for payment of the
doctors account; and

Don’t argue with the Boss – go home
– and - CALL US ON 9328 7477.

Your Rights when confronted by the
above circumstances are:

• Must pay you for such attendance
- as your travelling and attendance
is considered work time.

• The Employer cannot stand you
down without pay; and
16
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says GLENN FERGUSON

The Transport Workers Union will
thereafter recover any lost wages
and deal with any issues arising
after the employer medical report is
finalised.

WE’VE BEEN
BUSy AT VISy

Wilson’s Deal
is a Crock...
by JOHN CUTRALI
There is a push from the security
officers on Wilson’s mobile patrols
and I can fully understand why – their
current agreement is a crock of…
The officers are on a non-union
Wilsons agreement which expired
last year. It really is one of the worst
pay and conditions documents I
have ever read.
One of its greatest injustices is a
provision that requires you to agree
to work on base rates on weekends
and public holidays – with no
overtime loadings.

The guys say no to 8.5% over
four years and industrial
action is a possibility
JOHN CUTRALI Reports
The TWU now has a very strong
membership at Visy – Australia’s
leading packaging firm.
Our members are employed at three
depots, with the main premises in
O’Connor and two other depots in
Forrestfield and Canningvale.
Just about all the firm’s drivers and
forkies are in the TWU and that is a
big turn-around from the few we had
three years ago when I first began
visiting the company.
Back then the Visy guys were a bit
stand-offish but they now know we
are fair dinkum and are here to help
them.
Their last agreement expired in April
and we put a log of claims to Visy
management just before Christmas.
Our claim included pay rises of
4%+4%+4% but the company
dragged their feet in getting back to
us.

However on May 15 – almost six
months down the track they offered
8.5% over four years with pay rises
of 2%, 2%, 2% and 2.5%.
To their credit the guys are saying
NO! They’ll cop a four year deal but
only if Visy gives them 4% per year.

If you don’t sign on the dotted line
you will not be rostered on for extra
hours on these days.
And if you refuse to sign you will not
be made a permanent employee.
You will stay a casual – or you will not
be employed at all.
If you sign they will roster you for
OT.
We want this provision wiped and we
are circulating a petition to get a
bargaining order up in the Fair Work
Commission.
At present there is nothing FAIR
about the Wilsons agreement.

Otherwise they’ll accept a two year
deal with two 3% rises.
If we don’t reach an agreement
with the company soon we
could be applying for protected
industrial action.
Our members are talking about
work bans, overtime bans, etc.
We are fortunate in having good
delegates on the bargaining
committee in Mick O’Neill, Matt
and David Di Pardo so we should
get a decent deal over the line.
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Bus News

From our Bus Industry Organiser Phil Ogden
From our Bus Industry Organiser Phil Ogden

Lollipop
Lollipop Love
Love

Our TWU Mandurah delegate Lee Scanlan with Phil Ogden
Our
TWU
Mandurah
Lee
Scanlan
with
Phil
Ogden
and
theand
twothe
hottest
drivers drivers
in
the
depot
and
Our
TWU
Mandurah
delegate
Lee
Scanlan
with
PhilKevin
Ogden
twodelegate
hottest
in thePhil
depot
and
and the
the two
two hottest
hottest drivers
drivers in
in the
the depot
depot

We
We begin
begin preparing
preparing
for
for pay
pay negotiations
negotiations
Well the time has come to begin
Well
the time
come to begin
reviewing
ourhas
agreements
with
reviewing
our
agreements
with
Perth’s three
main
bus contractors
Perth’s
three mainwill
bus
and negotiations
getcontractors
underway
and
negotiations will get underway
soon.
soon.
For the last month and a half I
For
lastvisiting
month all
andPath
a half
havethe
been
andI
have
been visiting
Path and
Transdev
depots, all conducting
Transdev
depots,
meetings with
drivers toconducting
get some
meetings
drivers
getput
some
idea on thewith
issues
theyto
want
on
idea
on
the
issues
they
want
put
on
the negotiating table.
the negotiating table.
We
have
also
had
the
We
have
also
hadofficers
the
superannuation
TWU super
superannuation
TWU
Brendon Adams
andsuper
Joel officers
Clarke
Brendon
doing theAdams
roundsand
andJoel
theyClarke
have
doing
the to
rounds
and drivers.
they have
been able
help many
been able to help many drivers.
We have received the Notice of
We
have received
the from
Notice
of
Representational
Rights
Path
Representational
Rights
from
Path
and the request for bargaining
and
the request has
for gone
bargaining
reps nominations
up on
reps
nominations
on
the notice
boardshas
at gone
Morleyupand
the
notice
boards
at
Morley
and
Bayswater depots.
Bayswater depots.
Two names went up at Bayswater
Two
went
at have
Bayswater
Anitanames
& Pam
andup
they
been
Anita
& Pam
andunopposed
they have been
declared
elected
declared elected unopposed
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At Morley however we have to go
At
we have
go
to aMorley
vote. however
So we don’t
knowtowho
to
vote.
Sobewe
know who
theareps
will
at don’t
that depot.
the reps will be at that depot.
At Transdev we are still waiting
At
stillit waiting
for Transdev
the noticewe
butare
when
comes
for
the notice
but move
when quickly.
it comes
through
things will
through things will move quickly.
In the meantime surveys have gone
In
surveys
have
outthe
to meantime
the two Path
depots,
sogone
you
out
to
the
two
Path
depots,
so you
drivers at Morley & Bayswater
get
drivers
at Morley
& Bayswater
get
onto that
survey and
send it back
onto
that survey and send it back
in to us.
in to us.
A survey of Transdev drivers will
A
of Transdev
lobsurvey
in letterboxes
soon. drivers will
lob in letterboxes soon.
Once we get all the surveys back, I
Once
get alldiscussions
the surveys with
back,allI
will bewe
holding
will
be holding
discussions
delegates
to decide
what ourwith
log all
of
delegates
to
decide
what
our
log of
claims will be for each company.
claims will be for each company.
So delegates get your thinking caps
So
your
thinking
caps
on delegates
we’ll soonget
have
work
to do!!
on we’ll soon have work to do!!
Action at Swan depots and the
Action
at depots
Swan depots
and the
two Path
in Welshpool
&
two
Path depots
in Welshpool
&
Kalamunda
will not
commence
Kalamunda
will not- socommence
until around October
be patient
until
October
sotalk
be patient
I willaround
be there
soon -to
about
Iyour
will pay
be and
thereconditions.
soon to talk about
your pay and conditions.

In March of every year our bus drivers
In
March
of every
year
drivers
hold
a fund
raising
dayouronbus
behalf
of
hold
a
fund
raising
day
on
behalf
of
Radio Lollipop who raise money for the
Radio
Lollipop
who raise money for the
sick kids
in hospitals.
sick kids in hospitals.
It’s a wonderful cause and the TWU
It’s
a wonderful
TWU
congratulates
all cause
those and
goodthe
hearted
congratulates
all those good hearted
drivers who participate.
drivers who participate.
BBQs happen in all the depots, all
BBQs
happen
all charity
the depots,
all
proceeds
go toin the
and the
proceeds
go up
to for
the the
charity
and and
the
drivers dress
occasion
drivers
dresstheuppublic.
for the occasion and
collect from
collect from the public.
I personally have done this in the past
Iand
personally
have
the past
it’s a fun
daydone
whenthis
youin dress
up
and
it’s a fun
you is
dress
up
in costume.
Byday
the when
way, there
no truth
in
theI way,
is no
in costume.
the rumourBy
that
havethere
a fetish
fortruth
net
in
the rumour that I have a fetish for net
stockings.
stockings.
But you do get all sorts of weird and
But
you do
get including
all sorts Pirates,
of weirdSuper
and
wonderful
outfits
wonderful
outfitsCharacters,
including Pirates,
Super
Hero’s, Cartoon
Soldiers
and
Hero’s,
Cartoon
Characters,
Soldiers
and
whatever
other striking
personas
capture
whatever
other striking personas capture
drivers’ imaginations.
drivers’ imaginations.
This year I went snooping around the city
This
yearforI went
around the city
looking
somesnooping
good shots.
looking for some good shots.
Some of the more laughable ones are
Some
ofon
the
ones are
pictured
themore
next laughable
page.
pictured on the next page.
Keep up the good work for next year
Keep
people.up the good work for next year
people.
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RADIO LOLLIPOP SNAP SHOTS
SOME STRANGE PEOPLE HANG AROUND BUS STATIONS

and they do
an awesome
job raising
money for a
great cause
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Huge Rally Moved Govt to Act

What I saw was pretty heartening - the forecourt of
was humming - full of cars, drivers, journos and TV
Reports TWU Organiser STEVE PERKUSICH
A huge TWU organised rally of hundreds of taxi drivers at Parliament House
on April 21 was quick to bear fruit when days later the Transport Department
launched 19 more prosecutions against Uber drivers.
Taxi drivers felt the Government was
not making inroads into the illegal ride
sharing company that was taking work
(and money) from people who forked out
THOUSANDS to operate a Taxi.
They believed the time had come to take
ACTION!!
We needed to get the problems facing
the Taxi industry to the front of the
public’s mind, WITHOUT causing too
much disruption to the general public.
We needed their support, not their
anger.
The starting point for the convoy was the
domestic airport taxi marshalling area. As
the minutes ticked away, numbers slowly
20
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grew, until, before too long, the area was
full!!-GREAT turnout…
We set off, and it was quite amazing to
see taxi’s chuck a U bolt to join us as we
drove along Gt Eastern Hwy.
We came off the Farmer Freeway and
Taxi’s were still leaving the Airport!!)
As I crossed the Freeway just up from
the Barracks Arch- I could see the road
ahead, chocca’s full of taxi’s – and to my
right the Hay St bridge also full of taxi’s…
TAXI’S EVERYWHERE!!...
I squeezed the TWU van into a spot,
dished out the flags (My fellow organiser
Phil Ogden had already been up there
setting up) and made my way around

to the steps, and what I saw was pretty
heartening-the forecourt of Parliament
was humming…full of cars, drivers,
journo’s and TV cameras
It was quite an awesome thing to be a
part of. All the issues were coveredviolence against Cabbies (nobody
should go to work and be afraid of
being bashed and robbed), outrageous
government fees-and that Illegal ride
sharing company UBER.
But where was the Transport Minister
Dean Nalder. The Police were starting to
assemble by the front doors.
The crowd had been waiting over two
hours in the warm sun and tempers

On Uber

TWU BACKS DEMAND FOR
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE LEAVE
The Transport Workers’ Union is calling on employers to take a stand
against domestic violence and join other companies in allowing workers
experiencing such abuse specific paid leave.

Parliament
cameras
frayed. The Minister had said on 6PR that
morning, he would address the crowd.
Eventually Minister Nalder agreed to
meet a small delegation. We spoke for
about half an hour before I persuaded
him to talk to the crowd outside.
Mr Nalder walked beside me to the
microphone, we both spoke, and he
agreed to a further meeting and also
announced some points from the Green
Paper due out in mid-June.
Since the rally there have been a lot
of things happening - campaigns,
awareness-the whole box and dice!
Imagine what we could do with more
Taxi Members of the TWU!!
Many thanks to ALL the drivers who
turned up and made it so successful, and
thanks once again to Jonathan Masih,
Peter Baker, Peter Weatherall, Lodi
and of course my fellow organiser Phil
Ogden who gave me great back-up.

The TWU recently negotiated paid leave for Virgin Australia ground crew
in an enterprise bargaining agreement. By contrast Qantas has refused
to agree to paid leave for workers experiencing domestic violence as
part of the enterprise bargaining agreement.
“Virgin Australia did the right thing by agreeing to domestic violence
clauses in our agreement. By doing this the company recognised that
this is a problem in our society and that workers experiencing abuse
have a right to continue supporting their families by remaining in paid
employment,” said Tony Sheldon TWU National Secretary.
“I am calling on all employers to include these clauses in their
agreements and to make it obvious which firms are out of step on this
vital issue,” Tony said.
The ACTU resolution backs the application before the Fair Work
Commission for 10 days domestic violence leave for all workers
covered by the modern awards. It also calls on the federal government
to provide adequate funding for domestic violence support services.
“Having a job and financial stability is critical for women to escape a
violent and abusive relationship.
The domestic violence clauses
allow workers time off to attend
medical appointments and legal
proceedings and give them flexibility
on temporary changes to working
hours or rosters.
The clauses also provide for
workers to get telephone numbers
and email addresses changed to
avoid harassment, with all personal
information concerning family violence
kept strictly confidential.
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Citywalk pty ltd
Depot

19 Howson Way, Bibra Lake
Mobile: 0411 728 673

supporting the twu

Service Trading Hours
Mon - Fri: 7.30am - 11.30pm
Sat: 8am - 12pm
service@wahino.com.au

24-26 Kewdale Rd, Welshpool
Call: 08 6446 7683
Fax: 08 9351 2011
www.wahino.com.au

Envelopes • Parcels • Pallets
perth - albany - geraldton
bunbury - manjimup - merredin
Overnight 5 days a week

Proudly supporting the TWU

Low Loader and Overdimensional Specialist

Albany: Ph 9841 8641 or 9842 2641 Fax 9842 1465
Perth Pick Ups: 9479 2555

Providing Safe Practical Transport Solutions

Supporting the TWU

Heavy Haulage suppliers
for the following

• MINING • CIVIL • INFRASTRUCTURE
• OVERDIMENSIONAL SPECIALISTS
P (08) 9390 1333 F (08) 9390 1300 AH 0427 778 155
www.ctslowloaders.com.au
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Bulk Waste Water Removal
(Dept. Environmental & Conservation Lic.)

Phone: 9242 2328 Fax: 9242 2860
11 Ulm Street, Osborne Park 6017

Atrocious conditions at
Sims Metals in Hedland
‘And I’m not copping
such a deplorable
situation’
says MICK CONNOLLY
I’ve seen some shit house work
sites and absolutely deplorable
accommodation throughout the
Pilbara but Sims Metals has
managed to incorporate both into
the one slummy place.
I recently conducted a safety
inspection at their Wedgefield site
and identified a range of concerns

that contradict the firm’s global
statement about their employees
and the environment.
They claim that the two issues are
top priority but they certainly aren’t
at their depot in Port Hedland.
In fact if they don’t fix the problems,
I have committed to sharing all I
have uncovered with the big boys
in New York.
And make no mistake – that is
exactly what I will do!!
Their employees are working and
living in atrocious conditions which
they try to justify with their need to

HAPPY CREW AT TOX FREE
Tox Free has a reasonably happy crew on the Island thanks to the new
agreement recently negotiated by the bargaining reps and the TWU.
Bargaining’s all about strength in numbers and I reinforced to our
members on the Island that the bargaining reps did a fantastic job
on their behalf. Thanks again to Lindsay Bickley, Gavin O’Keefe and
Paul Jordan.

SHELL NOT SO ‘ZIPPY’
The Shell ‘ZIP’ Aviation negotiations have stalled well short of an
acceptable outcome and we have had to apply for protected industrial
action in support of our claims.
The application has been approved and if Shell don’t come to the table
with something closer to the mark then the action will begin.

cut costs to keep their business
viable.
I’m not copping that and have
even telephoned the Mayor of
Hedland Kelly Howlett about Sims
housing employees in such a filthy
workplace.
And they are doing this when there
are places available around Hedland
with healthy facilities.
Incredibly,
Mayor
Howlett’s
response was, “If the employees
are not happy then tell them to find
their own accommodation”.
How weak is that?

TRANSFIELD BOGS DOWN
Transfield Services have been doing their best to
keep us at arms-length with regard to bargaining
new Enterprise Agreements for Pearce Air Base,
Garden Island and Campbell Barracks.
We realise they have had some management
and HR changes recently but enough is enough.
It’s now time to turn up the heat.
If Transfield don’t find the way to the table shortly
there will be more protected applications being
made to Fair Work.
And I am confident those people who manage
the defence contracts will watch the ensuing
proceedings with great interest.

Thanks to our onsite delegates and our organiser Glen Barron for being
my wing-man during the negotiations.
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Abbott backs down on
foreign airlines plot
But the move to let foreign airlines operate on
domestic routes has strong support in Cabinet
TIM DAWSON Reports
If you still think the Abbott government
has no agenda to take the axe to the
wages and working conditions of
Australian workers consider their illconceived plan to allow foreign airlines
to operate on our domestic routes.
The plan reportedly had the 100%
backing of Treasurer Joe Hockey,
Trade Minister Andrew Robb and
Finance Minister Mathias Cormann.
The move would have replaced
thousands of Australian jobs by
exploiting, under paid and poorly
trained overseas airline workers.
Some of these people are paid less
than $300 per month.
The TWU’s national secretary Tony
Sheldon described the move as a
declaration of war on the Australian
aviation industry.
Last year Australia’s two main
carriers, Qantas and Virgin, ended a
competition war which had wreaked
havoc on both airlines’ workforces.

Conditions are already bad with 21%
of aviation workers earning below
the poverty line. Lowering conditions
even further is simply not sustainable.
Australian workers have fulltime
Australian bills to pay. They currently
cannot live on the part time wages
they are forced to accept in aviation.
They certainly couldn’t live on the
wages Abbott and Co want to import
into our country.

At Qantas it resulted in 5,000 job cuts
which have been replaced by parttime/casual jobs.

Thai flight attendants employed by
Jetstar were being paid as little as
$257 per month.

“The last thing we need is a new
almighty battle that undercuts
Australian wages and results in further
job losses.” Tony Sheldon said.

They were also forced to work 20 hour
shifts in breach of Australian law.

Public safety is also at issue. “We need
to protect the Australian public who
will be well aware of the hundreds of
people who died in airline crashes
in the last year on foreign carriers.
Australia has an excellent record in
aviation safety, does the Government
really want to see that compromised?
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‘Thai Air crews
were being
paid $257
per month’
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In May last year the Department of
Immigration and Border Protection
wrote to the TWU confirming that
the conditions for Special Purpose
Visas would be amended so that such
exploitation could no longer occur.
Tony Sheldon called on Abbott and
his extreme right wing ministers to
stick by their promise to abide by
Australian labor laws and ensure
Australian aviation jobs are protected.

‘Thousands of
Aussie jobs
would be lost’
Qantas and Virgin were also fighting a
rear-guard action behind the scenes in
Canberra against the proposal to allow
foreign airlines to fly between airports
in Northern Australia above the Tropic
of Capricorn, which includes Cairns,
Townsville, Darwin, Broome and Port
Hedland.
They feared an open-door policy would
eventually apply to routes elsewhere
in Australia, and allow their rivals to
cherry pick the most profitable
domestic air links.
Eventually Abbott succumbed to
the mounting pressure, and with an
early election looming as a serious
possibility, he backed down and
dumped the plan.
Hockey, Robb and Cormann were left
looking red-faced and let down again
by their fearless leader.

Adam’s Two Fond Memories
Toll Ipec Rep says
he learnt a lot from
TWU delegates role
Toll Ipec delegate Adam Olivari has
notified us he has moved on from the
transport industry and will be pursuing
a career in the Corporate / Government
sector.
Adam, a top bloke, took the time to drop
us the following words of wisdom:
I would like to thank the Union for
the support and lessons that I have
received from being a Toll Delegate.
I learnt how to stand up for myself &
others, I learnt not to fear authorities
and I learnt how to actively engage in
constructive conversations with senior
figures in the Toll landscape to create
a better workplace for Union and NonUnion members.
I have landed myself a job in
government and looking back at how
I got this job, I thank the Union for
how I learnt to compose myself in
stressful situations, calm the nerves
and be myself.
If it hadn’t been for the lessons I learnt
while serving as a delegate I think I
would have been a nervous wreck at

the interview stage, so once again,
Thank you.
My Time in the Union saw many ups
and downs. I will start with the downs;
People in the Union at Toll sites need
to actively engage with management to
create change, otherwise Management
will do something we don’t like and
workers will have no say.
This is the hardest thing I found being
a delegate. People don’t like change
- maybe I was too progressive?
But I always acted in a way
that I thought would benefit
everyone.
Opposing for the sake of
opposing will one day render
the Union obsolete and future
delegates should take an
active role in initiating change
for the better.
I have two very fond memories
at the Union. The first was
meeting my idol Bob Hawke
(who should really be Sir Bob
Hawke). What a legend!! He’s
old and frail but he sure can
rally a crowd, I felt inspired
after meeting him.

tired of you
I’ll tell you why I’m quittin”! I’m
why!!
at’s
...th
constanty riding my ass.

Meeting a Bob Hawke was
on my Bucket list and the
Union helped me tick that
off. I have a great picture of

‘The people I worked
with showed me the
true Aussie spirit’
Bob Hawke that I am going to hang
up in my office space, at my new job!
The other fond memory was the big
morning brekky for Ian Seth. Never
in my wildet dreams did I thik we could
raise $10,000 in cash and another
$10,000 in goods.
It showed me, what a good bunch
of people I work with and the true
meaning of the Aussie Spirit. When
someone is down, we pull them up and
help them out.
This memory will stay wiht me for
life and I thank the Union for hteir
contribution and their willingness
to put thier differnces asise with toll
management for hte greater good. Well
done to the Union.
I would like to end by wishin the Union
all the best for hte future and Good
Luck in the campaign to oust Tony
‘Thatcher’ Abbott as well as sticking
tit to Coles. Keep up the good work
ladies and gents and I’m sure our paths
will cross again in the future.
Adam Olivari
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RECOMMENDED BY THE TWU AND
servicing the wa truck & transport industry

belmont, osborne park
and
claremont

supporting the twu

Sykes Transport
local & long distance

proud to supply tyres to the wa truck industry

For all Your Passenger
& Truck Tyre requirements

Ph 9444 2233
Fax 9444 2119

Ph 9277 5418

202 Campbell St, Belmont

Ph 9286 2299

348 Scarborough Beach Rd
Osborne Park

Stirling Hwy & St Quentin Ave
Claremont

www.tyresperth.net

General Freight
perth - goldfields 7 days
Phone: 9353 5577 Fax: 9353 2270
13 Bradford Street, Kewdale 6105

Pleased to Support the TWU

When the others let you down - Call us...

COURIERS
TOTAL FREIGHT MANAGEMENT
• Local Courier & Taxi Trucks
• Worldwide Couriers
- Air, Road & Sea
Quality Registered Co.
• Archive Storage
Lic No. Q0045

Over 25 Years Reliable & Efficient Service
10 Jackson Street, Bassendean
Administration: 9376 8800
Fax: 9376 8844
Website: www.tccouriers.com.au

PICK UPS

9376 8888

Chess Moving
Perth
Down the Street,
Across the Country or
Up a Floor

“YOUR BEST MOVE”
13 14 69
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BUS DRIVERS
We have vacancies for permanent part time and casual bus drivers at our
depots in Welshpool, Kalamunda, Malaga and Bayswater in Perth WA.
Applicants must be well presented, reliable people with a good driving
record, excellent customer skills and enjoy shift work.
We guarantee 30 hours work per week for Part time work and overtime
is also available regularly. Part time and casual positions will lead to full
time positions as vacancies occur.
The minimum licence requirement for applicants is MR preferably with an
“F” Extension.
Application forms can be downloaded from our website at path.com.au.
or can be mailed to you on request – call us on 1800 116 386.
We look forward to hearing from you

TALKS NOT
A TOTAL
WASTE
says JOHN CUTRALI
Total Waste Management
was formerly Western
Resource Recovery until
they were gobbled up in
a joint venture involving
Veolia and Transpacific,
owners of Cleanaway.
TWM deals in liquid
waste, mainly engine oil
and industrial waste and
has around 20 truckies
who operate out of their
Welshpool depot.
We have a live agreement
in place for the truckies
but are now working on
one for the plant operators
and the diesel fitters in the
workshop.
Around about 10 people in
total
The company has offered
2.5% for three years, 7.5%
in total.
Apart from the wages
issues we have a serious
problem with the way they
pay their overtime. It’s a bit
of a dog’s breakfast that
badly needs cleaning up.
We want a standardized
system where overtime
rates kick in after 7.6 hours
daily

Armaguard’s first offer
almost laughable
Negotiations have begun with Linfox
Armaguard management on a new
agreement for our members in
Canningvale, Bunbury, Kalgoorlie and
Geraldton.
Linfox say they are they struggling to
keep contracts and that Coles - one
of their biggest clients - is putting the
squeeze on them.
Nothing new about that, Coles puts the
squeeze on all companies that contract
to them – including trucking operators.
Armaguard service the cash machines
at checkouts but Coles has cut back
on the servicing of the machines.

sick leave bonus scheme that lets
employees cash in sick leave.
We haven’t settled on the finer details
of the scheme but it might allow
employees to have their sick leave paid
out each year – provided they keep 10
days in the bank.
There has also been bargaining table
talk about new redundancy provisions
that were recently included in our
Armaguard Cash Room Agreement.
The arrangement provides for up to
18 weeks’ pay depending on years of
service.

However, we know that Armaguard
is a profitable arm of Linfox and
our members have told me where
Armaguard can stick their first offer.
It was a laughable 1.4% per annum
over three years. And their managers
even said it with a straight face.
They can’t be serious. We want 4% 4%
4% over three years.
Alternatively we might cop 3% in a
one-year deal and wait and see how
the economy goes.
On a more positive note the company
is talking about the setting up of a

Senator Glen Sterle sent this ripper in

Then 50% more after the
first two hours and 100%
more after that,
After
18
months
of
negotiations I am hopeful
we might be getting close
to agreement.
I’d like to thank out
delegate Matt Clarke
for his patience and
persistence We have one
more meeting to go and I
think that might get us to
where we want to go.
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VALE: DALE SMITH-ADAMS Freightlines
Dale Smith was one of those cheerful
blokes who make getting up and going
to work each day just that little bit
easier for his workmates.

Their children Samantha, Emma
and Brett and grandchildren Lyra
and Grace will still be missing Dale
enormously.

A very likeable man with a keen sense
of humour Dale loved making people
laugh. Sadly he passed away last
October while delivering a load to
Cue.

Sharon called to thank us for the
Funeral Benefit forwarded to her by
the union which she said had been a
great help.

Needless to say his wife Sharon and
their family were devastated as were
his fellow employees.
They say a picture is worth a 1000
words and the one on the right, which
Sharon kindly sent us, certainly says it
all about Dale’s fun personality.
It was standing room only at his funeral
service in Bunbury with more than 200
people crowding into the cemetery
chapel.
The Adams Freightlines truckie was a
long-term TWU member and we have
sent our most heartfelt condolences to
Sharon and family.

Sharon also asked if we could put a
remembrance piece in The Wheel and
we are more than happy to do that.
Dale drove semis and road trains
all over the state from Bunbury to
Perth and to and from Karratha, Port
Hedland, Kalgoorlie and Cue.
Dale Smith earned the title ‘trucking
legend’ and he will always be
remembered with great respect and
affection by the many people who
knew him and loved him.
Sharon asked for a copy of this Wheel
and we will be sending her several.

We hope this small tribute to Sharon’s
soul mate will bring her and her family
a little joy in what must still be a tough
time for them all. RIP Dale.

A Lovely Letter from Kevin Shaw
We received a lovely letter
from owner driver Kevin
Shaw who retired recently
after 36 years as a staunch
member of the TWU.
“I started in the early 70’s
and have had a memorable
journey with you,” Kevin
wrote.
“One particular trip as
a pilot driver we were
escorting loco’s up to
Hedland and got rained
in at Newman and were
grounded for four days.
“On the third day I was
talking to the truck driver
who told me he didn’t care
how long it took to get out
as he was still getting paid
and so was the cop.
“I was starting to think that
we – the pilots – should be
getting paid also so I rang
the boss of Bells Heavy
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‘The union bloke rode up
on a Harley Davidson’
Haulage and
our situation.

explained

bloke rode up on a Harley
Davidson, right on time.

“He told me, ‘no way’ that
it was an act of God and
we would have to cop it
sweet.

“He had quite a beard
which I hadn’t noticed the
night before!!

“So I kept sweating on it
till we got to Karratha and
happened to be talking to
a couple of guys at the
Mermaid Hotel and one
was a TWU delegate.

“He checked out our story
again and told us, ‘I’ll be
having a talk to God’ and
waved a key at us and
said, ‘this is the key to
God’.

“I told him the story and he
said be at the main gates
to Dampier Gas at 6am in
the morning.

“Not very long later he
came back to us and told
us our pay was in the bank
and would be for every trip
thereafter.

“We were there with the
truck driver bright and
early when the union

“He told us if there were
ever any repercussions to
just let him know and rode

off down the highway. We
never had a problem with
the issue from that day on
“And I still have a chuckle
to myself about, ‘This is
the key to God’,” wrote
Kevin.
Kevin told us he had
finished up his last four
and a half years as a
Police Escort Warden and
described the experience
as the best time of his life.
He wished he’d joined up
earlier.
His only other wish was
that he keep receiving
The Wheel and that will
certainly happen.
By the way, Kevin was
76 when he retired – a
fantastic innings. We wish
him a long and happy
retirement.
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Joel Clarke (right) with
fellow TWU Super Officer
Brendan Adams and one of
our Mandurah members,
Laurie Padfield
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Ca ll Joel on 9328
Ca

Joel Clarke
Clarke (right)
(right) with
with fellow
fellow TWU
TWU Super
Super Officer
Officer
Joel
Brendan
Adams
and
one
of
our
Mandurah
members
Brendan Adams and one of our Mandurah members

WE TAKE ON SERCO
OVER SATURDAY PAY
by GLENN
GLENN FERGUSON
FERGUSON
by

The TWU
TWU has
has conducted
conducted aa twelve
twelve month
month investigation
investigation
The
into
Saturday
payments
for
Permanent
Full
Time day
day
into Saturday payments for Permanent Full Time
workers working
working Monday
Monday to
to Friday
Friday for
for Serco.
Serco.
workers
After months
months of
of talks
talks with
with Serco
Serco management
management failed
failed to
to
After
settle
the
issue
we
referred
the
dispute
to
the
Fair
Work
settle the issue we referred the dispute to the Fair Work
Commission for
for aa conciliation
conciliation conference.
conference.
Commission
The Commission
Commission indicated
indicated to
to SERCO
SERCO that
that the
the Union
Union
The
interpretation was
was on
on the
the mark
mark and
and suggested
suggested that
that the
the
interpretation
parties have
have further
further discussion
discussion to
to settle
settle the
the matter.
matter.
parties
no agreement
agreement could
could be
be reached
reached then
then the
the matter
matter
IfIf no
would
go
to
a
final
hearing
for
determination.
would go to a final hearing for determination.
These talks
talks were
were held
held but
but agreement
agreement could
could not
not be
be
These
reached.
reached.
We suspect
suspect Serco
Serco would
would not
not agree
agree because
because of
of the
the
We
potential amount
amount of
of monies
monies that
that will
will need
need to
to be
be
potential
reimbursed
to
members.
reimbursed to members.
A hearing
hearing and
and determination
determination will
will now
now unfold
unfold over
over the
the
A
next couple
couple of
of months.
months. We
We remain
remain highly
highly confident
confident that
that
next
we will
will be
be successful.
successful.
we
Members employed
employed as
as permanent
permanent full
full time
time day
day
Members
workers
Monday
–
Friday
should
contact
the
branch
workers Monday – Friday should contact the branch
and register
register their
their names.
names.
and
It is
is important
important that
that these
these members
members advise
advise us
us of
of the
the
It
date their
their employment
employment commenced
commenced with
with SERCO.
SERCO.
date
We will
will then
then conduct
conduct aa time
time and
and wages
wages audit
audit to
to identify
identify
We
when
the
member
worked
on
a
Saturday
–
recalculate
when the member worked on a Saturday – recalculate
your wage
wage entitlements
entitlements and
and then
then pursue
pursue SERCO
SERCO to
to
your
make back
back payments.
payments.
make
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Supporting the T.W.U.

A TRUCKIES RECOMMENDED STOPOVER!!

Swagman Roadhouse
Serving a wide variety of delicious
dine-in or take-away meals

24 HOURS
7 DAYS A WEEK

www.clevelands.com.au

INTERSTATE HAULAGE
CONTRACTORS
103 KURNALL RD, WELSHPOOL 6106

Ph: 9356 8566

Fax: 9356 8577

• Fuel Cards, Caltex, Shell, Motorpass, Motorcharge & Fleetcards
• Shower & Toilet Facilities • Accommodation • All Major Credit Cards
Lot 499 Hepburn Street, Mount Magnet Phone: 9963 4844 Fax: 9963 4330

PLEASED TO SUPPORT TWU

For all Your FREIGHT

A Proud member of the ATN

 Ú Ú
 ÜÚ

Country Freight Receivals
Warehousing & Distribution • Container Sales/Storage
“Dun Once, Dun Right”
MOBILE 0419 916 170 FAX 9453 1066
OFFICE 9453 1011
655 DUNDAS ROAD, FORRESTFIELD 6058
www.dunbarsfreight.com.au
Servicing the Mining & Construction Industry Throughout Australia
PROFESSIONAL 24HR SERVICE

✓ Heavy Haulage
✓ Construction
✓ Machinery
✓ Agriculture
✓ General Freight
✓ Site Relocations
✓ Hot Shots
✓ Extendables
✓ Over Dimensional Freight

Phone: 9250 1455 • Fax: 9250 1473
• Mobile: 0408 145 390
2/17 Elmsfield Road, Midvale 6056
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WELSHPOOL
Mobile 0438 551 179 Phone (08) 9353 6933 Fax (08) 9353 6944
Email ben.murphy@tritontransport.com.au

Low Cost Legal Services
you never know when you might
need our twu legal help
Slater + Gordon first set up office in a
union building in Melbourne in 1935
and have always proudly represented
working class people and their unions.
In WA they have offices in central Perth
and Bunbury.
TWU members are entitled to:
• Free initial advice on any legal
matter.
• Discount rates for criminal law,
family law, property law and
commercial law matters.
• Access to No Win No Fee – an
arrangement pioneered by Slater
Gordon that makes access to
justice affordable for everyday
Australians, not just the big end of
town.

PeRsoNAL INJuRy seRVIces

Slater + Gordon also offers TWU
members a range of general law
services* including:

Slater & Gordon give advice and
representation to TWU members for

• Free standard will. Complex wills
are charged at discount rates.

• Workers compensation claims

• Free extraordinary Licence
Applications (discounted fee is
paid by TWU if you are a financial
member).

• Motor Vehicle Accident claims
• other Accident claims for
injuries arising from accidents in
public places, as a result of faulty
products or as a result of medical
misadventure, etc.

PeRsoNAL INJuRy seRVIces
In addition, in most personal injury
matters, Slater and Gordon will also
fund the cost of disbursements –
such as doctor’s report fees and court
filing fees.
These costs can run into the thousands
of dollars and would pose an impossible
financial burden on workers who are
already struggling as a result of their
injury.

• Deceased estate matters at
discounted rates.
• Probate applications: $1,000
fixed fee
• Family Law: standard
uncontested divorce at rates set
by the Family Court of Australia.
• Criminal Law at discounted rates.
* In most non-personal injury matters,
the member is required to fund
disbursements.
* Depending on the seniority of the
lawyer, the hourly rate represents a
discount of between 15 and 25 per
cent off the standard hourly rate.

IMPORTANT
to talk to our
lawyers you must
call the TWU to
arrange a referral
✆ 9328 7477
Because these excellent arrangements
are only available to Union members, it
is important that you remain financial
and that you contact the Union for a
referral.
This means the Union can keep track of
your claim, and make sure our lawyers
are looking after you.
If you contact Slater + Gordon directly
you might miss out on these terrific
discounts.
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NINE IMPORTANT
FACTS TO REMEMBER:
Number 9
Death is the number 1 killer in
the world.
Number 8
Life is sexually transmitted.
Number 7
Good health is merely the
slowest possible rate at which
one can die.
Number 6
Men have two emotions:
hungry and horny, and they
can’t tell them apart. If you
see a gleam in his eyes, make
him a sandwich.
Number 5

THE TIE SALESMAN
A fleeing terrorist,
desperate for water, was
plodding through the
Afghan desert when he
saw something far off
in the distance. Hoping
to find water, he hurried
toward the mirage, only
to find a very frail little
old Jewish man standing
at a small makeshift
display rack - selling ties.
The terrorist asked, “Do
you have water?”
The old man replied, “I
have no water. Would
you like to buy a tie?
They are only $5.”
The terrorist shouted
hysterically, “Idiot Infidel!

Give a person a fish and you
feed them for a day.
Teach a person to use the
Internet and they won’t bother
you for weeks, months, maybe
even years.
Number 4
Health nuts are going to feel
stupid someday, lying in the
hospital, dying of nothing.
Number 3
All of us could take a lesson
from the weather. It pays no
attention to criticism.
Number 2
In the 60’s, people took acid
to make the world weird. Now
the world is weird, and people
take Prozac to make it normal.
Number 1
Life is like a jar of hot chilli’s .
What you do today might burn
your ass tomorrow.
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SURPRISE
To surprise her
husband, an
executive’s wife
stopped by his office.
When she opened
the door, she found
him with his secretary
sitting in his lap.
Without hesitating,
he dictated, “And in
conclusion, gentlemen,
budget cuts or no
budget cuts, I cannot
continue to operate
this office with
just one chair.”

I do not need such an
over-priced western
adornment. I spit on your
ties. I need water!”
“Sorry, I have none, just
ties - pure silk, and only
$5”
“Pahh! A curse on your
ties! I should wrap one
around your scrawny
little neck and choke
the life out of you, but
I must conserve my
energy and find water!”
“Okay,” said the little old
Jewish man. “It does not
matter that you do not
want to buy a tie from
me, or that you hate me,
threaten my life, and call

me infidel. I will show you
that I am bigger than any
of that. If you continue
over that hill to the east
for about two miles, you
will find a restaurant. It
has the finest food and
all the ice-cold water
you need. Go In Peace.”
Cursing him again,
the desperate terrorist
staggered away, over
the hill.
Several hours later, he
crawled back, almost
dead, and gasped,
“They won’t let me in
without a tie.”

Stabbing prompts call for
Bunbury bus security

We need officers like these guys protecting bunbury drivers

Emergency response vehicle and static guards needed
The TWU has written to the WA
transport minister Mr Dean Nalder
outlining our concerns over the lack of
security for Transperth bus drivers in
Bunbury.
In the past few months there have
been three attacks on bus drivers, one
of whom was stabbed while in the
driver’s seat. Thankfully she is OK. The
other two were physically assaulted.
We told the minister that there is no
Transperth Security in Bunbury and
this unacceptable situation needs to
be addressed as a matter of urgency.

says TWU Organiser PHIL OGDEN
There are several matters that need to
be considered and dealt with:
• Security cages must be installed in
Transperth buses servicing all routes
in the Bunbury region – in line with
the current arrangements in the Perth
metropolitan area.
• A permanent Transperth security
response vehicle and static guards
at the Central Bunbury Bus Station
are needed along similar lines to the
arrangements that are in place in
Perth.

The Government and the Public
Transport Authority have a duty of care
to ensure the wellbeing and safety of
bus drivers and the travelling public.
The TWU fears it is only a matter of
time before a driver or passenger gets
seriously injured or killed. We need to
act quickly and proactively on these
serious safety issues, rather than
reactively.
We asked Mr Nalder to meet with us
at the earliest opportunity so that we
can provide him with more details on
the issues of concern.

HARRIS REFRIGERATION DRIVES CRAPPY BARGAIN
Harris Refrigeration have dragged out
pay and conditions negotiations since
we served our log of claims on them in
October 2014.
The company:
• Has Rejected award protections and
continues to pay below Award rates.
• Insists on a flat hourly rate for all work
with no overtime rates.
• Remains secretive about what that
rate will be, or what you get for
10+hours.

• Has not discussed long distance
drivers.

HARRIS 5()5,*

(5$7,21AGREE

IT’S OUR WAY...MENT:

• Wants drivers doing the same work
for less money.
• Is intent on reducing annual leave
entitlements for some drivers.

OR THE HIGHWA
Y.

• Insists on their own default super
fund.

Harris3FGSJHFSBUJP
O have dragged out
negotiations sinc
served our log of
e
claims in October
204. Harris3FGSJHF we
8 have rejected Award
SBUJPO:
protections for

• Insists on putting out an agreement
with no discussion on pay rates.
The company needs to get its act
together and begin looking after its
employees. More to come on this one.

you 8 want you
8 continue to pay
to work with driver
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8 insist on a flat hourl Award rates
same work for less
y rate for all work
money
with no overtime
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For more info, conta THIS.
FIGHT.
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JOINNTHE
ct your delegate
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TWU.
or union organiser
ct your delegate
John Cutrali on 0407 U.
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w www.twusant.com.au
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IT PAYS TO BE State SecreTRANSPO
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tary TIM DAWS
@twusant

TWU.

On average, TWU
member
per year than non-unio s earn $8,320 more
n members.

STRONGER THE
UNION –

ONOF
RT WORKERS’ UNION
AUSTRALIA

SA Office
25 Chief St Brompton
p 8346 4177 f 8346 SA 5007
8580

NT Office
3/63 Winnellie Rd Winnellie
0820
p 8947 2194 f 8947
2217

SAFER YOUR JOB

TWU

Secure the Future

JUNE 2015
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SERVICING THE TWU DRIVERS AND ROADTRAINS

Gnowangerup
Roadhouse
Des and Karan Murray (Props.)
Take-Away Food Restaurant,
Ice, Refreshments, Fuel, EFTPOS Machines
H Toilet and Shower Facilities H

Servicing the WA Truck Industry
TWU Members Support Your Ex TWU Member from

byford
tyre service

Tania Burns - proprietor
H Performance H
H Quality H Value H

KUMHO TYRES

Unit 1/21 Southwest Highway, Byford 6122

Phone: 9525 1215 Fax: 9525 1075
Email: admin@byfordtyres.com.au

FLEET CARDS AND ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME
MOTOR PASS H MOTOR CHARGE

Servicing the Metro Areas

"Drivers” Des Murray on call
Channel 40 UHF 2 Way Radio Service

9827 1239

Supporting the twu

Youngenup Road

A RECOMMENDED STOPOVER!

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
DISCLAIMER: All articles in this magazine are published on the understanding that they are the original
work of the authors, and that the views are not necessarily those of the publisher. The publisher is
not responsible for the accuracy of items submitted, but makes every reasonable effort to verify
information. Editorial staff accept no responsibility for accuracy of material submitted for publication
but every effort will be made to verify information. Editorial staff reserve the right to reject, edit and
rearrange any item submitted for publication. The Trade Practices Act provides severe penalties for
false and misleading advertising. Because it is not possible for this magazine’s staff to check the accuracy
of advertising claims, the responsibility for accuracy lies with the person or companies submitting
material for publication.

local • statewide • interstate
Refrigerated & General Carriers

Phone
9452 3822

www.colonialfreightlines.com

COMMERCIAL • INDUSTRIAL • MINING

STATEWIDE SERVICE

✓ Pressurised Pneumatic Tankers
for Cartage to Mining Sectors
✓ Transporter of Wine, Demineralised Water
• Road Trains • Curtain Siders
• B Trains
• Drop Decks
• Bulk Tankers • General Haulage
• Water Tanks • Pressure Tanks
• Flat Tops

Main Roads
Accreditation
00873

WA Owned
& Managed
Company

We have all DG licences including Explosive & Radioactive Licences

Ph: 08 9259 7500

Cameron: 0438 226 368
Michael: 0429 997 715

20 Bedford Crescent, Forrestfield
Email: admin@bishopstransport.com.au

Fax
9452 3833

8 reihill rd, maddington 6109

www.bishopstransport.com.au

SPECIALISING IN TRIPLE ROAD TRAINS TO
THE MINING, OIL & GAS INDUSTRIES

Mobile
0428 929 434

24 HOUR Fax: 9410 1224 • 0418 928 669
SERVICE 117 Dalison Avenue, Wattleup, WA 6166

WA Heavy Vehicle
Accreditation

Phone 9410 1726

SUPPORTING THE T.W.U.

ROAD DISTRIBUTION SERVICES

LOCAL INTERSTATE OVERSIZE LOADS
PHONE: 9259 8716 MOBILE: 0439 966 179
FAX: 9259 8778

123 Kurnall Road, Welshpool
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PO Box 4021
COOLBELLUP
WA 6163

ABN: 24 894 844 393
E: rds-trucks@iinet.net.au

Ph: (08) 9331 6348
Fax: (08) 9331 8401
Mob: 0408 953 647

A VERY SERIOUS ISSUE
Not wanting to bring everybody down,
there’s enough bad news going around
but, this is something extremely
important.
It affects more people than you could
ever imagine-not only does it affect the
person-it affects their families, their
friends, and even their performance at
work and depending on their role, that
could be deadly
What am I on about?....The dumps
-melancholy - sadness - angst unease - apprehension - black dogDepression…
Whatever you like to call it-it is not
necessarily more prevalent-we are
all just more aware of it!!...Winston
Churchill suffered it, Anne Hathaway,
Robin Williams and a long line of other
celebrities and famous people.
As I did some research, one glaring
thing I noticed was the amount of
Comedians, Actors, and Singers that
suffer or have suffered depression or
anxiety. Those that make you laugh or
happy are usually the saddest/loneliest
people…
Depression affects people in many
ways-social isolation, weight loss/
gain, bingeing, food, alcohol ….
You can’t ask “what’s wrong with you?”,
because A they’ll lie, or B) they’ll clam
up, or C they’ll say nothing…why?-because they may not be aware that
they are suffering, or they are in denial
about it
And suggesting medication IS NOT
the way to achieve anything and
you won’t…people have to hit rock
bottom, and I mean ROCK bottom…
they are SO low, they have to reach up
to touch down
How do I know all this?...Because I
AM A SUFFERER!! I went through a
marriage breakdown, until recently
hadn’t seen my children since Fathers
Day 2009, (my daughter was 8, my son
3 ½).
I went through the last part of 2009
pretty much suicidal…life was out of
control, drinking…just doing whatever

‘‘I went through the
last part of 2009
pretty much suicidal’
I wanted…then 2013, there was a fatal
accident at my driveway.
I was the first to the pedestrian who
was hit, saw some not nice images,
checked his breathing (as it turned
out, they were his last ones) put a lot
of things into perspective.
It was while I was moving house, and
the day after I had found out that
my grandmother had died…several
stressful life events, and then this!!
I had trouble sleeping, functioning
properly,
having
panic/anxiety
attacks…So, I agreed to have some
counselling sessions with a clinical
psychologist, but, NOT to travel the
pill path.
I was diagnosed PTSD (Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder)…Had some more
sessions, felt great, learnt some things,
and voila—I was ‘cured’…stopped
going…Life was good!—or was it?
I was giving my partner (an amazing
lady) and my step daughter (a lovely
girl) so much grief, in so many ways,
snapping, being angry at the smallest
thing.

day, I made an appointment to see my
GP, to tread the path that I had for so
long avoided.
I was VERY lucky, in that I got the
right ‘happy pills’ first time out—I am
aware of people that have gone onto
a lot of different types of medication
before getting the right one.
My partner saw a very big change in
my behaviour within the first week and
I have to admit, I did too…I wished
that I had done it years ago—but I
wasn’t ready years ago—I HAD to hit
rock bottom…and I did.
YOU are the ONLY one who can decide
to try meds, you HAVE to be ready…I
hope that you survive the bad times,
and there will be plenty of those—try to
stay strong—TALK to people, Beyond
Blue, Lifeline, The Samaritans….I used
them all, and they helped…PLEASE…
watch out for each other…stay safe…
Steve…
FOOTNOTE: Thanks to my
wonderful current partner, I reunited
with my children a few weeks after
writing this and it was ABSOLUTELY
FANTASTIC.
Things can work out. Please stay
alive and seek help.

Then one day, I was making her life hell
(to the point that SHE was planning to
go to a motel so that they did not have
to put up with my behavior--I could see
myself, and hear myself saying things,
knowing it was wrong, but I could NOT
STOP MYSELF!!
I went out to my mancave, and said
aloud “I need help”…the very next

SUPPORT SERVICES
Beyond Blue........ 1300 22 4636
The Samaritans........ 9381 5555
Lifeline ......................... 13 11 14
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WE DESERVE RESPECT

Passengers and other road users just love to use us as a punching bag
FED UP DRIVER SPEAK
OUT ABOUT TREATMENT
OF BUS DRIVERS
So we all know that if you want respect,
you need to earn it…. Right?
Why does it seem then, that no matter
what Bus Drivers do, very few people
give us any respect?
The majority of us just want to turn up
for work, get our bus, go do our job,
and go home at the end of the day,
in one piece and with our self-esteem
intact.
Passengers and other road users just
love to use us as a punching bag,
taking their frustration out on us for
the slightest reason. As professional
drivers we are expected to take it all
on the chin and smile.
You would at least think that we would
have the respect and support of the
people in management wouldn’t you?
Good luck with that!
They, most of all should show some
understanding of the complexities of
the job as a majority of them were
drivers to start with. Something
seems to change in their brain when
they step up the ladder so to speak.
Bus drivers are on the lowest rung of
that ladder, and no matter how many
years’ experience you have in the job,
your opinion and views are discounted
and ignored because you are only a
bus driver.
It is very rare to find a manager
who will actually take your side
and support your ideas and efforts to
improve conditions. If you constantly
bring things to the attention of the
managers, you stand the risk of being
labelled a whinger or worse still a
trouble maker.
Never mind that most of the things we
bring to their attention are things that
directly impact on our driving ability.
Example: ancient decrepit drivers
seats, buses that leak, right over the
top of the driver and the electrics,
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lights that are way too bright inside
and cause a severe and dangerous
reflection in the front windscreen,
making it difficult to distinguish what
is inside or outside the bus in areas
that have limited street lighting.
Time allotted to complete a run,
turnaround times, 2 minutes is a joke,
and the list goes on and on.
In my view, the bus is my office and
the road is my workplace, and in
discussions with Workplace Health
and Safety, they agree 100%. So if
your bus/office is not up to standard,
book it off, get it fixed. Don’t leave it
for the next driver.
There seems to be a view amongst
many drivers, across all companies,
that you will be targeted if you book
buses off. If and I say IF, this were true,
that would be classed as bullying.
Look at it this way, the more you book
buses off, the more work you create,
the more people are employed, the
better chance we have of ending up
with buses that are half way decent
to drive. Let’s also get into the habit
of checking up on what we’ve booked
off to see if it’s been fixed.
So what has any of this to do with
Respect? Simply this; if we work at
being “Professional” drivers, then we

may earn that respect we want from
management.
Unless we make an effort it will never
happen. I realize we shouldn’t have to
do it this way, but that is the way our
world works.
I would love it that when we walk in
to discuss an issue that is affecting us
to management, they appreciate the
fact that we are the ones out there
day and night dealing with issues and
problems and that they need to listen
respectfully and give us the support
we need. As for the Public respecting
us….. I guess that’s another story.
B. Atkinson - Bus driver

SPEED LIMITING CONCERNS
Regular columnist
Lyn Newbey reports
on a frustrating
issue for longdistance drivers
Winter is now upon us and this brings
out the Grey Nomads and their
caravans for their annual migration up
North. Don’t we all love them plodding
along at 70-80km’s... In truth; not
really! However we all have the right to
use the roads.
In sharing the road with these slower
vehicles, I find it quite alarming that
some Transport Companies are speed
limiting their trucks down to 90kph.
Has anyone really thought about how
potentially dangerous this could be?
Most road users have discovered that
slower vehicles (particularly caravans)
seem to sit on 80 until they come to
an overtaking lane, then they decide to
speed up to 100, only to slow down
again at the other end. This is extremely
frustrating and it’s worse when you’re
in a loaded heavy vehicle.
By speed limiting trucks down, the
‘Powers That Be’ have taken away
our margin for overtaking these slow
movers. Not to mention that if we are
ever exposed to a situation that we
may need that extra bit of speed to get
out of / or avoid an incident/accident:

‘Then they decide to
speed up to 100k’s’
We now, no longer have it!
Food for thought isn’t it?
After being involved with Road Safety
for 15 years and trying to save lives on
our roads, I cannot help but feel that
this practice is a recipe for disaster.
Potential head-on collisions, rollovers
and fatalities could well result from
this.
Yes, it’s common knowledge that by
doing 90kph you will get better fuel
economy. Overall it is also better on
the vehicle and tyres, particularly in
summer. However there are other ways
of achieving this aim.
Majority of trucks are satellite tracked
which constantly beams our speed
back to the Transport Company. If
we exceed over 95kph downhill more
than 3 times, this has also become a
sackable offence. The mind boggles...
I’m sure I’m not alone in thinking this;
but as a result of the above, I have found
that we now spend more time looking
at the speedo when going down hills
(being pushed by our 90+ tons) than
looking out of the windscreen.

Our exhaust brakes or jakes are usually
on going down hills and that’s normal.
However to be constantly on the
brakes, to keep pulling it up in order
to avoid going over our 95kms, is also
quite dangerous.
Have the people that make these
rules heard of ‘Brake Fade’? Have
they even driven Heavy Vehicles?
Sometimes, I think not. Seriously I
would like to hope that anyone with
any ‘real on road experience’ wouldn’t
even suggest some of these things.
It’s one thing to be sitting around a
table in an Executive Suite, wearing a
suit and discussing these great ideas.
Unfortunately it’s another matter
entirely when drivers are out there
trying to put this into practice, safely.
Then there is also the extra cost
involved to these companies getting
the trucks governed down. This
cost then has to be recouped from
somewhere. Presumably into freight
costs, so it’s another vicious cycle.
Don’t get me wrong. I am not
suggesting that we should all let them
get away to 110/120kph down hills,
but I do believe that looking out the
windscreen and being aware of the
road is very important! Common sense
is definitely lacking again.
cONTiNuE NExT pAGE
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Servicing the Transport & Truck Industry
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THE NEW NAME FOR QUALITY USED TRUCK SALES

Servicing the
truck industry
ALL AREAS

• Fully equipped Service Department & Onsite Service Available
• Spare parts - New and Second Hand
• New and Used Trailer Sales and Hire
• Stock Wanted - Top Prices Paid
1726 Albany Highway, Kenwick 6107
Phone: 9452 1703 Fax: 9452 1709 Daniel: Mobile: 0457 717 682
www.catalanotruckequipment.com.au

Servicing the Trucking Industry Statewest

mortlock
fabrication & repairs

Daryl Warren Mobile: 0439 327 732
Email: advancedfibreglass@bigpond.com
Address: 16 Williams Road, Kelmscott 6111

Supporting the TWU

avon valley

truck body specialist
Truck & Trailer Modifications
All types of Welding & Steel Fabrications

H Refrigeration Transport H Semis
H B Trains H Chiller Freezer
H Pocket Road Trains & Rigids

phone: 9629 1168 fax: 9629 1269
lot 463 main st, goomalling 6460

Phone: 9721 4600 Fax: 9721 4900
8 Palmer Crescent, Bunbury 6230

Servicing the TWU Drivers and Roadtrains

BP WUBIN TRUCK STOP
Lot 1 Great Northern Highway, Wubin
(Sue Schmidt Prop.)

Phone / Fax: 9664 1013
•
•
•
•
•
•

EXTENDABLES
ROADTRAIN
B TRAINS
Mobile: 0418 927 843
Office: 1300 436 800 Fax: 9353 5076
OVERSIZE
Operations email: bookings@allwesttransport.com.au
STORAGE
Administration email: admin@allwesttransport.com.au
HOTSHOTS
15 Valentine Street, Kewdale, WA 6105

Truckies Recommended for Support - Lloyd Radford from

t on
G e r al dtruck
services
24 hours
7 days a week

Phone: 9965 3900

Email: gertrucks@modnet.com.au
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ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME
A RECOMMENDED STOP OVER!

Supporting the T.W.U.
ANDREW BELLMAN

KALGOORLIE MANAGER

60 Great Eastern Highway
Kalgoorlie, WA 6430
Phone: (08) 9021 3611
Fax: (08) 9021 1397

Also Towing Services for all Vehicles

Mobile: 0429 203 708

• Open 7 days - 5.30am til very late
•Take away food, Dine in restaurant
• Ice, refreshments • Fuel
• EFTPOS machines
• Toilet and Shower facilities and

Email: adminkalgoorlie@rockysown.com.au

www.rockysown.com.au

Transport Specialist

continued FRoM PReViouS PAGe

Sometimes we need
that bit of extra speed
Years ago I worked for a bloke who
verbally instructed his drivers not
to go over 90kph for better fuel
economy. However, he didn’t feel
the need to ‘speed limit’ them for the
above reasons. Smart man.
This practice worked for him and his
drivers didn’t abuse it. He was aware
that in some situations you may need
that extra 10kph available to you to
get out of a sticky situation, but he
didn’t put his drivers at risk by taking
away that option.
With the increasing number of
accidents and fatalities involving
heavy vehicles recently across
Australia, I have to wonder what the
main causes are. Could it be that
some of our so called ‘Safety Rules’
could actually be making the job more
dangerous?
Please think about this: We are too
busy watching the speedos’ to pay
attention to the road. Those drivers
that have fatigue cameras in their
trucks are doing the same. However,
because they are watching the
speedos and gauges, alarms start
going off and seats become vibrators
because you are not looking out the
windscreen!
Seems
to
me
that
Fatigue
Management = Fatigue Inducement.
All in the name of progress...
Please stay safe out there people.
Always drive to road, load and
weather conditions. There are too
many accidents happening recently
and we all need to play a part in trying
to prevent them. Your loved ones
would like you all to come home
in one piece.
When it’s overcast, raining
and dark out there
through the winter
months, please keep
your Headlights On
24/7.
Be Seen, Be Safe and
take care.

Midvale transport firm
underpaid truck driver for
‘competitive edge’
A transport company has admitted deliberately underpaying one of its
drivers because the only way it could remain competitive was to cut its
wages bill.
The company told the Fair Work Ombudsman that tenders for new contracts
were fiercely competitive and lower prices could only be achieved through
lower wages.
One driver was not paid for loading or unloading his truck for four years.
After the truckie turned to the Fair Work Ombudsman for help, Fair Work
inspectors also discovered he had been underpaid his cents-perkilometre rate and living away from home allowance.
The Midvale transport company co-operated with inspectors and has now
back-paid the former employee $20,000.
Fair Work Ombudsman Natalie James says the employer has been put on
notice that enforcement action will follow if it breaches workplace laws
again.
Ms James says employers cannot seek to gain an unfair advantage over
their competitors by undercutting minimum wages and entitlements.
“Businesses must pay their employees for all time worked, including any
time spent preparing or packing up at the start and end of a shift,” she said.
Ms James says the matter should serve as a reminder to companies
outsourcing work to transport providers to ensure low-cost tenders are not
at the expense of underpaid employees.
“All parties should undertake due diligence when outsourcing work,
particularly to lowest-cost providers, to ensure lower costs are attributable
to efficiencies in the business and not the potential underpayment of
workers,” she said.
Section 550 of the Fair Work Act provides for accessorial liability
- a mechanism through which someone other than the employer
who is involved in a contravention of workplace laws may be held
accountable.
The Fair Work Ombudsman is increasingly using Section 550 to go up and
down the supply chain to scrutinise sub-contracting arrangements.
Ms James warned that companies found to be profiting from underpaying
workers faced a “very real risk to reputation and impact on their bottom
line”.

Dear Men,
If you are going to
criticize a woman’s figure
or any other aspect of
her appearance, please
make 100% sure that you
are either Brad Pitt or
Johnny Depp.

Northwest Freight Services
General, Freezer and Chiller Cargo

Personalised and Flexible Service • Quality Assured
Head Office: 452 Belmont Avenue, Kewdale WA 6105
Tel: (08) 6310 2444 Fax: (08) 6310 2445
Web: www.sadleirs-nexus.com.au Email: sales@sadleirs-nexus.com.au
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Good Jewish
Medical
advice
1. F***ing once a week is
good for your health, but
it’s harmful if done every
day.
2. F***ing relaxes your
mind and body.

SCRABBLE

Prison Versus Work
in prisOn
at WOrK

you get three meals a day.
you get a break for one meal
and you have to pay for it.

in prisOn

you get time off for good
behavior.
you get more work for good
behavior.

at WOrK
in prisOn
at WOrK

in prisOn
at WOrK

you can watch tV and play
games.
you get fired for watching TV
and playing games.

in prisOn
at WOrK

you get your own toilet.
you share the toilet with
some people who pees on
the seat.

in prisOn

they allow your family and
friends to visit.
you’re not supposed to even
speak to your family.

at WOrK
in prisOn
at WOrK

in prisOn
at WOrK

in prisOn
at WOrK
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the guard locks and unlocks
all the doors for you.
you’re often required to carry
a security card and open all
the doors yourself.

all expenses are paid by the
taxpayers.
you pay all your expenses
to get to work, and then
they deduct taxes from your
salary to pay for prisoners.
you spend most of your life
inside bars wanting to get
out.
you spend most of your time
wanting to get out and go
inside bars.
you must deal with sadistic
wardens.
they’re called managers.
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i’Ve acciDentallY
sWallOWeD sOMe
scrabble tiles.
MY neXt crap cOulD
spell Disaster.

3. F***ing refreshes you.
4. after F***ing, don’t eat
too much; go for more
liquids.
5. try f***ing in bed ‘cause
it can save you valuable
energy.
6. F***ing can even reduce
your cholesterol level

“JESUS
LoVes You.”
nice to hear in
church but
not in a Mexican
prison.

SO REMEMBER:
Fasting is good for your
health and may God
cleanse your dirty mind...

HENS’ NIGHT
a women went out on a hens night and got as full as a boot
and had a great time with a male stripper.the next morning her
girlfriend rang to ask how the night had turned out.
she replied, “i woke up this morning next to a fat old bloke who
was snoring and farting … so, at least i got home OK

IN THE
DOGHOUSE
i’m in the
doghouse with
the missus again.
last night she was
in favour of making
a home video and
all i did was
suggest we should
hold auditions for
her part.

Combine your
super, fast
We’ve made it simple for you to combine your
super with TWUSUPER.
As an Industry SuperFund we have no
shareholders to please. Instead, we’ve been
helping workers in transport and logistics
improve their retirement outcomes for
over 30 years.

Next step

Why combine?

Before closing your existing super accounts
you should check details such as your insurance
entitlements and costs and any exit fees that
may apply. Don’t worry, you can transfer any
existing insurance cover to TWUSUPER without
requiring any health checks. We suggest you do
this before closing your other super accounts
and rolling your money into TWUSUPER.

• Fewer fees – multiple super accounts mean
multiple fees. Having just one account can reduce
your fees.
• Less paperwork – using one super fund makes
it much easier to keep track of your super.
• No problems when changing jobs – simply ask
your new employer to pay your super to your
TWUSUPER account.

TSR1175

low fees

all profits to members

Go to twusuper.com.au and click on the
MemberAccess button to log on. It takes as few
as 3 working days to combine your super.
If you need any help, contact us on 1800 222 071.

no commissions

Disclaimer: Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance and should never be the sole factor considered when selecting a fund.
See twusuper.com.au/superrater for full disclaimer. TWU Nominees Pty Ltd, ABN 67 002 835 412, AFSL 239163, is the trustee of TWUSUPER
ABN 77 343 563 307 and the issuer of interests in it. Transuper and TransPersonal are divisions of TWUSUPER.

‘‘

Not all lawyers are the same – only Slater &

Even though my injury claim

wasn’t small, I thought about it…
and with the help of the TWU, went with

Gordon has renowned determination and 76 years
experience to draw upon to help win the toughest
compensation cases. With conveniently located
offices it’s never been easier to receive expert legal

Slater & Gordon who had 20 years of

advice, at special TWU member reduced rates for

local and 76 years national experience...

Workers Compensation and Motor Vehicle Injury

it made a big difference

Claims. You can also take advantage of their ‘No

Keith Lockwood, Forrestfield, WA.

Win. No Fee’* offer for personal injury claims.

’’

In addition, Slater & Gordon has expertise in
all other areas of Law including Family Law, at
specially reduced rates negotiated by the TWU.
*If you are not successful, you are likely to be required to pay the other side’s
legal costs and disbursements. Full conditions explained at consultation.

No challenge too great™
www.slatergordon.com.au

Call your union on 9328 7477 for a referral.

MAJOR MOTORS
“ The Truck Specialists”
• ISUZU TRUCK SALES • NEW & USED TRUCKS
• PARTS & EQUIPMENT   • SERVICE & REPAIRS
TRUCKS
forrestfield: 789 Abernethy Rd - 9365 6333
O’CONNOR: 324 Stock Rd - 9331 9331
MALAGA: 65 Crocker Dr - 9249 1740
The Team Driven by Your Transport Needs
DL 1141

Visit our Website at: www.majormotors.com.au

